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which Peters' judgment may be amply confirmed. Since the text does not 
contain Her. 15, or 16.39-144 or 21.31-248, it obviously depends upon x7, 
as its corrupt readings also show. Herr Roese accepts Her. 2.18-19 as 
genuine-he wrongly prefers the textual variants given by the Gissensis- 
and naturally concludes that the verses were added in some ancestor of the 
Gissensis from another source. That is the very source that we were seek- 
ing, and have still to seek. As was apparent from the data given by Peters, 
the text of the Giessen manuscript is conflate and corrupt. 

A matter much needing investigation is the part played in transforming 
the text of Ovid's Carmina amatoria, by a set of scholia and glosses written, 
it would seem, in the ninth century. No manuscript gives such a com- 
mentary entire, but traces of it appear in the Oxoniensis of the Ars amatoria, 
the Sangallensis of the Amores and in various manuscripts of the Heroides. 
If the notes "quibus codex (Gissensis) large instructus est" belong to this 
early commentary and not to some late affair, they deserve more attention 
than is given them in this dissertation. We should have been more inter- 
ested in a selection of important specimens than in the author's comments 
on the nature of mediaeval glosses in general or in the information that he 
found it difficult to read the marginalia even with a glass and that he derived 
great help from Capelli's (otherwise not very satisfactory) lexicon of abbre- 
viations. 

On the whole, this is a slim performance. The writer expresses grief 
(valde doleo) that he could find out nothing about the bibliotheca Mentel- 
iana to which the Giessen book formerly belonged. Had he consulted 
Heinsius' Virgil and Tocker's Allgemeines Gelehrtenlexikon, this grief might 
have been easily assuaged. Herr Roese's Latin though understandable is 
not elegant: it descends to a schoolboy's Formenlehre in: Attamen mihi 
contacturum esse, ut res obscuras explanem, sperare non desisto and becomes 
fairly desperate in: pro genuitate horum versuum pugnavit. Of the sixty- 
three pages of this work, five form the introduction, five discuss Her. 2.18-19, 
and the rest, except the brief summary at the end, are devoted to the descrip- 
tion of the codex and to the collation, which includes occasional remarks, 
of not much pith, on the proper readings. The whole makes a respectable 
Gymnasialprogram, but is hardly a dissertation. 

E. K. RAND 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

Das Motiv der Mantik im antiken Drama. By RUDOLF STAEHLIN. 

Giessen: Topelmann, 1912. Pp. 230. M. 7.20. 
This work is divided into six chapters corresponding to the seven Greek 

and Roman playwrights whose plays are extant, Plautus and Terence being 
considered together. The fragments of Menander happen to exhibit no 
instance of /laVTrLKV (p. 187). The first chapter, dealing with Aeschylus, 
appeared in 1911 as a Heidelberg dissertation. Inasmuch as Emile Thomas 
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(De vaticinatione vaticinantibusque personis in Graecorum tragoedia, Paris, 
1879) ignored Greek comedy and Roman drama and conceived his theme less 
broadly even in Greek tragedy, there was a real need of such an investigation. 
To classicists with anthropological leanings-and their tribe is rapidly 
increasing-such a collection of the data in classical drama should be ex- 
tremely helpful. 

Though Dr. Staehlin excludes such examples as involve Oco' 7rpoXoytovrTs 
(p. 83), he finds that nearly sixty plays exhibit at least one instance of 
pmwvrtK' and most of them employ several different kinds. He was wise 
enough to realize that the importance of his work would consist not merely 
in multiplicity of examples but also in determining the artistic or technical 
utility of the AavTtnK in the dramatic economy of each piece. In every case 
he tries to do this. Some seventeen times it is employed as an exit or 
entrance motive (cf. pp. 12, 30, 33, 42, 45, 47, 48, 83, 89, 102, 104, 112, 120, 
121, 147,170, and 183), once to motivate the withdrawal of the chorus (p. 121), 
twice to detain characters either on or off the stage (pp. 21 and 101 f.), once 
to evade the unity of time (p. 9), and once as a substitute for an ayycxos 
(p. 113). On p. 96 the author is bothered by the unwonted brevity of 

EpXo/Aat 8f irp'O OLS pmvrEZa Z8wvata, Andromache 885 f. He supposes 
Euripides must be referring to some well-known journey or preferably 
that the use of oracles for an entrance motive had become stereotyped. I 
think the obvious interpretation is that Orestes is simply lying: he has come 
deliberately to see Hermione but pretends his call upon her is an accidental 
feature of a longer trip; he hurries through with his false excuse as quickly 
as possible. 

Aeschylus is fond of binding the parts of his trilogies together with 
prophecy (pp. 18, 29, 34, and 38). For example, in the Prometheus Bound 
we hear a prophecy of the Titan's release, which is afterward fulfilled in the 
Prometheus Unbound. It is a peculiarity of Sophocles to have the warnings 
of /=vr&V come too late to give any assistance (pp. 43 f. and 45). Aeschylus 
and Sophocles seem to differ in their views concerning laVr&K'. To the 
former it is a blessing to enable mankind to escape impending ills; to the 
latter it is a lightning flash which reveals the ineluctable precipice of their 
doom (p. 62). Staehlin claims that Sophocles borrowed from Euripides the 
motive of having both parties in a tragic conflict actuated by /laVrLK4 (p. 78, 
note). Seneca stands alone in having vitals actually inspected on the stage 
and in using human victims for this purpose (p. 159). The pseudo-Senecan 
Octavia is singular in containing two dreams (p. 170). Oracles more usually 
occur in connection with men, and dreams in connection with women (p. 117, 
n. 3, and p. 215, note); but exceptions are found on pp. 138 and 196. The 

ghost of Darius in the Persians does not prophesy but merely recalls old 
prophecies, as Atossa or the chorus might have done. This proves that 

Aeschylus introduces the ghost for the sake of the spectacular effect (p. 8 
and n. 3). 
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On p. 2 Dr. Staehlin expresses the fear that something germane may 
have escaped his notice in the voluminous literature dealing with the ancient 
drama, but, so far as I have noticed, this fear is unwarranted. He even cites 
one American writer (p. 95, n. 2). Naturally some things of value have 
appeared on this topic since his book was written. Thus, TpLSC in Septem 746 
(p, 22, n. 3) has now received a new interpretation from Halliday (himself 
the author of a work on Greek Divination) in Class. Review, XXVII, 162 f., 
and Corssen, Berl. phil. Woch., XXXIII, 92, has advanced a new explanation 
of the oracle in Medea 679 (p. 85, n. 1). There is reason, however, to com- 
plain of the author's use of "aaO" in citing authorities. A lengthy search 
is sometimes needed to identify the title. 

I have noted the followving misprints: p. 101, n. 2, " Euripides " (genitive); 
p. 157, n. 2, "Marck" for " Marek"; and p. 183, d'i pot. 

RoY C. FLiCKINGER 
NORTHwJDSTERN UNIVERSITY 

Repertoriun lateinischer Worterzeichnisse und Speziallexika. By 
PAUL ROWALD. Leipzig: Teubner, 1913. 

Many teachers must have wished at times for a convenient and readily 
accessible list of the lexicons and indices of the classical languages, either 
for their own use or for that of their students. This gap was filled for Greek 
by the Repertorium of H. Sch6ne, Leipzig, 1907, and Rowald's contribution 
to the "Bibliotheca Teubneriana" furnishes the Latinist with a similar 
catalogue of the general and special lexicons, the works and periodicals of a 
lexical character, and the editions which are provided with indices. The 
etymological dictionaries and Onomastica are included, as well the lexicons 
of the Italic dialects, mediaeval Latin, and inscriptions. Those indices 
which offer only a selection from a writer's vocabulary are marked with an 
asterisk. 

JOHN C. ROLFE 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA 

Apulei Platonici Madaurensis Metamorphoseon Libri XI iterum 
edidit RUDOLFUS HELM. Lipsiae in aedibus B. G. Teubneri, 
1913. 

In his second edition Helm has not only considered suggestions made 
since the first appearance of his book but has, quite independently, recon- 
sidered the crucial problems of the text, often revising his former opinion; 
though the changes are not considerable in amount, they are proof of a 
genuine revision. Thus a text which was admirable in its sane treatment of 
the Latinity of Apuleius has been improved by further sympathetic acquain- 
tance with the trickiness of Late Latin. 
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